highly disciplined and developed art. The dances are slow and ordered with an intense emotion displayed throughout.
Some of the most beautiful music I heard was in Liberia where the singing was very traditional. In the Krahn area, the use of chromatic parallel thirds was very unusual for Africa, but fit into the musical culture of the area. Sometimes drums were used, some times they were not.
The rhythms and variety of instruments in the Congo were most impressive at Mulunguishi Mission near Elizabethville, the students did not have enough instruments so they improvised their own. In addition to the drums, rattles, and kalimba, there were bottles, pieces of metal, one-note xylophones, and girls alternately striking their mouths and their chests with hands. Each different sound had its own rhythm that crossed with the other rhythms. Also at Mulunguishi I heard for the first time in Africa a Methodist Communion service set almost entirely to African music by Kanjundu Frederic. Some one has called it, the first "Methodist Mass". At Kimpese Institute near Leopoldville, Burt Cox the English choir director, has made tremendously exciting African settings to the Psalms. He is one of the few Europeans who has succeeded in composing African music that is not unduly influenced by European music.
In the Camerouns, I was impressed by the music of Pie Abbe Ngomou, a Roman Catholic priest, who has used the small gong as the basic instrument in his mass. The ringing of the bell serves an important function in the Roman mass as the bread and wine are elevated and transformed into the body and blood of Christ. In Abbe Ngomou's mass the traditional African bell is appropriately used as a rhythm instrument through out the mass.
In northern Malawi, the early Scottish missionaries (too bad there were not more of them in the rest of Africa) did not discourage African music. They were probably too much aware of the number of Scottish hymns that originated from folk songs. They encouraged the early Ngoni (Zulu exiles) converts to adapt some of their war songs for use in the church. As a result, the churches in this area regularly use African music and over a period of years the songs have evolved into a uniquely African and yet uniquely religious style that is tremendously impressive.
And finally, I must tell you about Nigerian church music. This is the only country I know of that has successfully combined the organ with the drums for use in the church. Lagos probably has more pipe organs than any other city in Africa, and this is not necessarily a legacy of colonialism. New organs are being built all the time. But this does not keep out the drums. The hour-glass talking drum, where the pitch is con trolled by squeezing the drum under the arm, fits well with the organ. The leading composer of this tyle of music is the Rev. A. T. Ola Olude, who has written several hundred hymns based on traditional tunes, and following the tones of the new words which he writes. Enthusiasm for music, generally, and church music, in particular, is very great in Nigeria. Both Lagos and Ibadan have their own church music societies, and training is being given to younger musicians.
I do not want to give the impression that all of Africa is now embracing indigenous church music. In most parts of the continent we still hear a preponderance of translated hymns and masses. But there is a new awakening, particularly in the younger generation. And the historical movement of events in Africa is on the side of more and more African music in the church. To this movement the All-Africa Church Music Associa tion can be a guiding light.
